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ABSTRACT 

Electric properties of two nuclear detectors (CR-39 and BM-355) have been investigated as a function of temperature dif

ferences. The conductivity appears to be ionic and it was increased with the temperature increase for the CR-39 the current 

reached I 1 = 9nA and for BM-355 I2 = 50nA at V = 500v and at room temperature, when T = 90°C the current reached, 

I 1 = 0.18,uA and I2 = 0.24J.LA respectively. The specific resistivity was p1 = 1.2xl010 Q.m and p2 = 0.3xl010 Q.m at room tem

perature, with activation energy Eet = 0.28eV and Ee2 = 0.48eV. The ionic jump distance has been calculated as well, it varied 

between a1 = (9-14.5nm) when T = (23-127)°C for CR-39 and a2 = (14-21)nm when T=(18-112)°C for BM-355. 
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INTRODUCTION 

CR-39 and BM-355 polymers were used for nuclear 

detectors, when many kinds of polymer nuclear detector's are 

shaped in sheets form and is exposed to the nuclear radiation 

which formed track effects. Nuclear radiation parameters can 

be defined from the knowledge of tracking charactrastic<1
•
2l. 

The purpose of this study is to compare between the electric 

properties of CR-39 and BM-355 (Super CR-39) samples, 

when they are exposed to a DC voltage in order to understand 

the bulky current and to define some parameters since they 

are from the same meterial chain and same kind of polymer. 

With the difference in the boundary conductions of poly

marisoin to produce another polymer chain structure, a new 

charactrasitization and a better sensitivity for nuclear radia

tion was attained. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The sample has been shaped into sheets with a thickness 

of 250J..1.m for CR-39 and 447J..tm for BM-355. Then, those 

sheets were exposed to DC voltage (about 750v) when the 

temperature was varied in order to realise the 1/V relation

ships and define the materials conductivity if it is ohmic or 

ionic from the equation of ionic current density(JJ: 

J = G sinh ( qa E/2KT) 

Where G is a constant with temperature, q ion charges, 

(a) jump distance, E electric field values, K boltzman constant 

and T the temperature. Most of polymers conductivity are 

ionic and all of them have a high current resistivity and high 

insulation(4
•
5

•
6l. Many researches studied this characteristics for 

different kinds of polymers and calculated the ionic jump dis

tance(7·8>. The material energy band and structure effected in 

the DC electric field direction, which is abatemanted in (112 

qa E) valuse, the energy levels decreases when the electric 

field is increased, while (a) is not effected by the field, but it 

varies with temperature and decrease the energy of the level 

as well as the difference between the energy bands. Totally 

that means (a) changing the material energy band form as 

showing in Fig. 1 (Jl. 

Fig. 2 represent the logiN relation for CR-39 sheet in 

different temperature. From the curves beahviour, which is 

obvious from the electric conductivity curves, it is clear that 

conductivity is ionic and the current response to the tempera

ture is proporationaly increased. The same behaviour ofBM-

355 sheet occured as shown in Fig.3. The ionic current is 

increased with temperature, evidently for CR-39 as in Fig.4 
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and the decreasing of the current for BM. 355 with tempera

ture when T < 54 oc and the current started to increase when 

T > 54°C. 

By calculating the specific resistivity p and illustrating 

with temp. in Fig.5, p decreases continuously with temp., but 

for BM-355 p increases with temp. until T < 54°C then p 

decreases when T > 54°C. Also we calculated the activation 

energy which is Ec1 = 0.28ev and Ecz = 0.08ev, it is very high 

than what "Jeniges"(9J found for "Methobin" where 

Ec = 0.04ev, also it is less than what we found for polyacrylic 

acid where it was equal to Ec = 0.66ev(10>. Absolutely the ionic 

jump distance is varying with temperature, as clear from 

Fig.6. For acomparsion, it is noticed that at approximate val

ues for the two curves, evidently the solistitial points in BM-

355 curve at T = 54°C is the same temp. in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, 

.the behaviour was changed from increasing to decreasing and 

vice versa. 

All figures and relations are difining some basic facts, 

the conductivity in CR-39 is ionic and this conductivity is 

increasing with temperature rise, but the specific resistivity is 

decreasing, to avalue p = 1.2xl010 Q.m at room temp. The 

jump distance for CR-39 fluctuates with temp. ranges, where 

a= 9nm at room temp. and a= 22nm at T = ll2°C. Generally 

(a) increases with temp. and is increasing the distance 

between the energy bands as in Fig. I. On the other side the 

increase of (a) lowers the potential barrier by the value of 

(112 aq E) for this reason the current will be clearly increas

ing. In properation to BM-355 he conductivity gives a differ

ent behaviour with temp. ranges, but when T > 54°C the con

ductivity was ionic 100%. The resistivity p2 = 0.3x1010 Q.m at 

room temperature but it is increasing with the rising of temp. 

at the range (18-54)°C then is decreasing at the range 

(54-112)°C and the reverse is correctly true for the current. 

Also the jump distance a = 14nm at room temp and a = 21 nm 

at T = 122°C. 

The jump distane for CR-39 change is fluctuating with 

the temperature range where a = 9nm at room temperature 

and a= 22nm at Tg = ll2°C the glass transition temperature 

more over for BM-355, a= 14nm at room temperature and it 

is equal to 28.5nm at Tg = 97°C. Absolutely, the ionic jump 

disance is varying with termperature, as seen in Fig. 6 for two 

samples. Comparison, indicates that approximate values 

occur at evidently the solstitial points. The change in the jump 

distance curve is due to the fact that the polymer was inside 
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the glass transition region which is changed (30-112)°C for 

CR-39 and is changed (40-97)°C for BM-355, where these 

two polymers are from the same kind of polymer. This differ

ence is in fact due to the boundary the conditions of poly

marisation producing another polymer chain structures. 
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Fig. (1): The deformation of ionic potential energy wells by an applied electric field. 
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Fig. (2) : The effect of voltage (electric field) strength on conduction in CR-39 for different temperatures. 
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Fig. (3): The effect of voltage (electric field) strength on conduction in BM-355 for different temperatures. 
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Fig. (4) :Variation of current with temperature at V=500 Volt for CR-39 and BM-355. 
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Fig. (5) : Specific resistivity vs temperature. 
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Fig. (6) : Variation of the ionic jump distance with temperature for CR-39 and BM-355. 
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